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Introduction
This report has been written by the lead examiner for the BTEC Human
Lifespan Development unit. It is designed to help you understand how
learners performed overall in the exam. For each question, there is a brief
analysis of learner responses. You will also find example learner responses
from Level 2 Pass and Distinction learners. We hope this will help you to
prepare your learners for future examination series.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on
this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx

Grade

Unclassified

Boundary
Mark

0

Level 1
Pass

Pass

18

26

Level 2
Merit
Distinction
34

42

General Comments on Exam
As in previous series, the paper differentiated well with learners scoring a
wide range of grades from the questions. This generated a number of blank
responses. It seemed that these were particularly concentrated in the long
answer questions.
The external assessment process was judged to be straightforward. There
were approximately 27,000 entries for this examination. Of these, just over
3,000 entries were resits. Generally, learners were able to show an
understanding of lifespan development and investigate the factors that affect
human growth and development and how they are interrelated.
Once again, learners experienced some difficulty with the terminology used
within the examination although the same terminology is used within the
specification. For example, the term ‘economic’ was poorly understood in this
context.

Question 1
1b (ii) & 1b (iii)
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim A.2
In several cases learners did not understand what chess was. This resulted in
some poor responses.
1b (ii)
Level 1 Pass example:

1 mark awarded
1b (iii)
Level 1 Pass example:

1 mark awarded

1c

Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim A.2 & B.6
Many learners misread this question identifying physical changes rather
than emotional changes.
Level 2 Pass example:

2 marks awarded
1e (iii)
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim B.8

Learners misunderstood the word ‘feature’
Level 2 Pass example:

2 marks awarded

1 (fi) & 1f (ii)
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim B.4 & B.6
These items were regularly mixed up as learners appeared to misread the
questions. This lead to the responses for 1fi and 1fii being inserted in the
wrong place and then arrows added by the learners.
1f (i):
Pass example:

2 marks awarded

Merit example:

4 marks awarded

1f (ii):
Pass example:

2 marks awarded

Merit example:

4 marks awarded

Question 2
2a (ii)
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim B.3 & B.6

Many learners misunderstood the word ‘economic’.
Level 2 Pass example:

2 marks awarded

2d

Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim A.1 & A.2

This question was answered well by the higher level learners. They were able
to accurately identify and explain two activities that could help promote
independence in adolescence.
Merit example:

2 marks awarded

Distinction example:

4 marks awarded

2e

Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim B.5 & B.6

This long answer item was not well answered. The response should have been
about the impact of moving into their own home on Sonia & Jenny’s
development and the impact on their relationship with Tom and Laura. Many
answers excluded the second part of the question (impact on Sonia and
Jenny’s relationship with Tom and Laura).
Level 2 Merit example:

5 marks awarded

Level 2 Distinction example:

8 marks awarded

Summary
Based on their performance of this paper, learners should:










Write in the space provided, if possible
Use the information in the text boxes, if supplied
Read the question carefully, noting emboldened words
Manage their time effectively. This paper is worth 50 marks so, if
learners allow 1 minute for each mark, they will be able to complete
the paper and read through afterwards.
Learners are expected to use appropriate language. For example, a
physical sign of ageing is that the skin loses elasticity. This may be
colloquially known as wrinkles but the use of this term will not be an
acceptable answer.
If the term influence is used in a question the answer must include
some form of change
Marks are not awarded for repetition of the question
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